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Abstract. In this present initiative, all the versions of SPECK are eval-
uated against quantum adversary in terms of Grovers algorithm. We ex-
tensively study the resource requirements for quantum key search under
the model of known plaintext attack and show that our estimation pro-
vides better result than the existing efforts. Further, for the first time, we
explore differential cryptanalysis on SPECK in quantum framework that
provides encouraging results. For both the cases, the quantum resources
are evaluated in terms of several parameters, i.e., the T-depth of the
circuits and the number of qubits required for the attacks. Experiments
are performed in IBM-Q environment to support our claims.
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1 Introduction

In symmetric key cryptography, the well known fact is that the n-bit secret
key can be recovered in O(2n/2) exploiting Grover search algorithm [8]. So to
guarantee the required security, a useful heuristic is to double the key length.
However, to implement Grover, one needs to design the quantum version of the
cipher. In this direction, subsequent work has been done on AES and some other
block ciphers [26,7,20,12,3]. In recent time, a lot of symmetric constructions are
being evaluated in quantum settings. In this connection, we can mention the key
recovery attack against Even-Mansour constructions and distinguishers against
3-round Feistel constructions [17]. The key recovery attacks against multiple
encryptions [13] and forgery attacks against CBC-like MACs [14] have also been
studied. Quantum meet-in-the-middle attack on Feistel constructions [9], key
recovery attacks against FX constructions [21] have been explored too. The
present trend is to study the feasibility of mapping the existing classical attacks
in quantum settings [15,10,14,22]. Very recently, Bonnetain et al. [5] proposed
a novel methodology for quantum cryptanalysis on symmetric ciphers. They
exploited the algebraic structure of certain classical cryptosystems to bypass the
standard quantum superposition queries.



On the other hand, lightweight ciphers like SIMON and SPECK have been
left unexplored. Very recently, in [4], Grover’s search algorithm has been evalu-
ated on SIMON . In the current initiative, we are concentrating on SPECK.

In [11], K Jang et. al. analyzed Grover search on SPECK . They followed
the same approach which has been followed in [4]. For addition modulo 2n, they
exploited Cuccaro et al.’s ripple-carry addition circuit [6]. We follow the addition
circuit presented in [23]. This is because of the fact that the circuit presented
in [23] for adding two n-bit numbers exploits (2n−2) Toffoli and (5n−6) CNOT
gates and requires no ancilla whereas the circuit described in [6] requires (2n−2)
Toffoli , (5n− 4) CNOT , and (2n− 4) NOT gates and one ancilla. Hence, while
the number of Toffoli gates remain the same, the number of Clifford, i.e., (CNOT
+NOT ), gates are relatively low in our circuit. Moreover, we need one less qubit
compared to [11]. In this direction, a table (Table 6) is presented in additional
supporting materials comparing the number gates and qubits used in [11] with
the present initiative.

K Jang et. al. designed the circuit and estimated the resources only for two
variants of SPECK , SPECK 32/64 and SPECK 64/128 whereas we provide
the detailed circuits and resource counts for all the variants of SPECK .

In addition to this, we analyzed quantum differential cryptanalysis on SPECK
and implemented it in IBMQ interface [25]. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first initiative to implement a quantum differential attack on lightweight
ciphers.

The code for all the test circuits implemented in QISKIT are provided in S2,
S3, and S4.

2 Priliminaries

In this section, we briefly describe the construction of SPECK and some quan-
tum gates which will be used for designing the quantum reversible circuit for
SPECK .

2.1 Brief Summary of SPECK

SPECK is a family of lightweight block ciphers with 10 variants (Table 1). The
state update function consists of circular shift, addition modulo 2n, and bit-wise
XOR operations. The state update function is defined as,

F (x, y) = ((S−αx� y)⊕ k, Sβy ⊕ (S−αx� y)⊕ k), (1)

The structure of one round SPECK encryption is depicted in Figure 1, where
Sj , S−j represents a left circular shift and right circular shift by j bits respec-
tively, � denotes the addition modulo 2n, Li and Ri are n-bit words which
constitute the state of SPECK at the i-th round and ki is the round key which
is generated by key scheduling algorithm described below. The different variants
of SPECK are denoted by SPECK 2n/mn, where 2n denotes the block size of
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Fig. 1: SPECK round function

the variant, and mn is the size of the secret key. Here n can take values from
16, 24, 32, 48 or 64, and m from 2, 3 or 4. For each combination of (m,n), the
corresponding round number T is adopted.

Block Size Key Size word size keywords rot rot Rounds
(2n) (k = mn) (n) (m) α β (T )

32 64 16 4 7 2 22

48 72,96 24 3,4 8 3 22,23

64 96,128 32 3,4 8 3 26,27

96 96, 144 48 2,3 8 3 28,29

128 128,192,256 64 2,3,4 8 3 32,33,34

Table 1: SPECK parameters

The round keys of SPECK are generated using the state update function. Let
K = (lm−2, . . . , l0, k0) for m ∈ 2, 3, 4. Then the sequences ki and li are defined
as:

li+m−1 = (ki � S−αli)⊕ i
ki+1 = Sβki ⊕ li+m−1

(2)

2.2 Quantum Implementation of XOR, Rotation and Addition
modulo 2n

The Add-Rotate-XOR (ARX) ciphers make use of the following operations

– bitwise XOR, ⊕
– left and right circular shifts (rotations), Sj and S−j , respectively, by j bits,

and

– addition modulo 2n, �.
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XOR of two numbers a and b, a⊕ b, can be implemented by CNOT in quantum
circuits i.e. {b = a⊕ b} = CNOT{a, b}.

Rotation of any number can be implemented by using SWAP values across
wires which requires 3 CNOT gates. However this can also be done by simply
keeping track of the necessary free rewiring. So, in the estimations, the SWAP
gates are disregarded as free which increases the compactness of the circuit. We
have manually checked that this does not make the circuit incompatible.

For addition, we use the circuit described in [23] as it uses no ancillas. To
implement b = a � b where a = a0a1 . . . an−1 and b = b0b1 . . . bn−1 are n-bit
numbers, the circuit is constructed as described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Implementing addition modulo n

1: procedure Addition modulo n . Returns b = b� a
2: for i← 1, n− 1 do
3: CNOT {ai, bi}
4: end for
5: for i← n− 1, 1 do
6: CNOT {ai, ai+1}
7: end for
8: for i← 0, n− 1 do
9: Toffoli {bi, ai, ai+1}

10: end for
11: for i← n− 1, 1 do
12: CNOT {ai, bi}
13: Toffoli {bi−1, ai−1, ai}
14: end for
15: for i← 1, n− 2 do
16: CNOT {ai, ai+1}
17: end for
18: for i← 0, n− 1 do
19: CNOT {ai, bi}
20: end for
21: end procedure

Here an stores the carry. To implement addition modulo 2n, we do not need
to store the carry, so one CNOT gate and one Toffoli gate associated with an
is removed. The numbers of CNOT and Toffoli gates are 5n − 6 and 2n − 2,
respectively.

The circuit for addition modulo 2n with n = 3 is implemented in IBMQ
(Figure 2). Here, a = [1, 1, 0], and b = [0, 1, 0].

In Figure 3, we present some schematic diagrams for different operations
which will be exploited later.
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(a)
(b)

Fig. 2: (a).Circuit for implementing b = a� b. (b). Result obtained after
measurement when inputs were a = [1, 1, 0], b = [0, 1, 0]

|b〉 ADD |b� a〉

|a〉 • |a〉

|a〉 RRα
∣∣S−α(a)

〉
|a〉 RLα |Sα(a)〉

|b〉 RX β
∣∣Sβ(b)⊕ a

〉
|a〉 • |a〉

Fig. 3: Subroutines which will be exploited later. ADD implements b =
b�a, RRα rotates a right α times, RLα rotates a left α times, and RX β
rotates b left β times followed by XOR with a, i.e. bi = b(i+β)%n ⊕ a.

3 A Quantum Circuit for SPECK

In this section we develop a reversible quantum circuit for SPECK and analyze
our circuits based on the number of qubits, NOT gates, CNOT gates, and Toffoli
gates. We first construct a circuit for the key expansion, then the circuit for round
update and use them to construct the circuit for full cipher. We also provide the
implementation of a SPECK like toy cipher in IBMQ.

3.1 Circuit for Key Expansion

The key expansion routine is defined in Eqn. 2. We can implement an in-place
construction of the key expansion. The number of NOT gates will depend on the
values of the round constants. Here we show the construction for all the three
cases m = 2, 3, and 4.

For m = 2 we have two key words k0, l0. k0 is used for the first round of
encryption. k0, l0 are states of size n, so we need 2n qubits to store this value
and one ancilla to store the carry after every round.

The second round key k1 can be computed on the same qubits which stores
k0. k1 can be computed from (k0, l0) as shown in the circuit below (Figure 4).

For m = 3 we have three key words k0, l0, l1 each of size n. For m = 4 we
have four key words k0, l0, l1, l2 each of size n. The round key for further rounds
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|k0〉 • RXβ |k1〉 • RXβ |k2〉 · · ·

|l0〉 RRα ADD rc0 • RRα ADD rc1 • · · ·

Fig. 4: Circuit for key expansion with 2 keywords. rci = {0, 1, 2, ..., T−2}
represents the round dependent constants

.

can be computed as explained above for m = 2 and the details are shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6.

|k0〉 • RXβ |k1〉 • RXβ |k2〉 • RXβ |k3〉 · · ·

|l0〉 RRα ADD rc0 • RRα ADD rc2 • · · ·

|l1〉 RRα ADD rc1 • · · ·

Fig. 5: Circuit for key expansion with 3 keywords. rci = {0, 1, 2, ..., T−2}
represents the round dependent constants

.

|k0〉 • RXβ |k1〉 RXβ |k2〉 RXβ |k3〉 · · ·

|l0〉 RRα ADD rc0 • · · ·

|l1〉 RRα ADD rc0 • · · ·

|l2〉 RRα ADD rc0 • · · ·

Fig. 6: Circuit for key expansion with 4 keywords. rci = {0, 1, 2, ..., T−2}
represents the round dependent constants

.

It can easily be calculated that one round of key expansion requires 6n − 6
CNOT gates, 2n − 2 Toffoli gates and i NOT gates (depending on the round
number i).

Consider the circuit in Figure 7. This represents a reduced version of the key
expansion of SPECK with 2 keywords (refer to Eqn. 2) in IBMQ interface. The
value of α and β is assumed to be 1. The measurement of k0 gives the value of
the next round key.

3.2 Circuit for Round Update Function

The round function F is defined as,

F (x, y) = ((S−αx+ y)⊕ k, Sβy ⊕ (S−αx+ y)⊕ k), (3)
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Fig. 7: Key expansion for m = 2.

The circuit for the state update is shown Figure 8, where Kj , Lj , Rj represent
quantum states of size n for round j. So, we need 2n qubits to store the values
of L0, R0. Here, KE is the key expansion routine described in 3.1.

|K0〉 • KE |K1〉

|L0〉 RRα ADD • |L1〉

|R0〉 • RXβ |R1〉

Fig. 8: Circuit for one round state update

It can easily be calculated that one round of state requires 7n − 6 CNOT
gates, and 2n − 2 Toffoli gates. Now, consider the circuit in Figure 9. This is
the QISKIT implementation of the circuit for one round of a SPECK like toy
cipher. The assumed state size is 6. The state is split into L,R each of size 3.
The round update is defined as in 1 with the value of α and β assumed to be 1.
The circuit here describes one round of the cipher, i.e. if we measure the L and
R states, we would get the values of the state after one round.

Fig. 9: Circuit for a round of reduced version of SPECK

3.3 Circuit for full SPECK

We implement a reversible circuit for SPECK , as reversibility is necessary
for the cipher to be useful as a subroutine in Grover search. Using the circuits
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developed for round function and key expansion we can now construct the circuit
for full round SPECK .

The input to the circuit is the key K and the plaintext which is split into two
halves L0, R0. The output of the circuit is the ciphertext LT−1, RT−1, where T
is the number of rounds. The size of K,L,R are mn, n, n respectively, where m
is either 2 or 3 or 4. In Figure 10, we draw the circuit considering m = 2. Similar
construction can be made for variants with m = 3 and m = 4. U is the round
update function and KE is the key expansion routine described in 3.2 and 3.1
respectively.

|k0〉 • KE |k1〉 • KE |k1〉 · · · |kT−1〉

|l0〉 • |l1〉 • |l2〉 · · · |lT−1〉

|L0〉
U

|L2〉
U

|L3〉 · · · |LT−1〉

|R0〉 |R2〉 |R3〉 · · · |RT−1〉

Fig. 10: The circuit for implementing SPECK with two key words

Figure 11 gives an implementation of the toy cipher with two keywords in
IBMQ. We consider the key size and state size to be 6 and the number of rounds
to be 2. The value of α and β is assumed to be 1. Let the plaintext be L0 =
[0, 1, 1], R0 = [1, 1, 1] and the key words be k0 = [1, 1, 0], l0 = [0, 1, 0]. Then af-
ter four rounds the ciphertext will be L2 = [1, 0, 1], R2 = [1, 0, 1]. In Figure 12 the
output is [1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1] and it should be read as [R2(2), R2(1), R2(0), L2(2), L2(1),
L2(0)]. This difference in convention is because of the fact that L2(0) is measured
first and so the value is closer to the figure and R2(2) is measured last and so
its value is farthest from the figure. This same convention is followed in all the
histogram output obtained in IBMQ interface.

Fig. 11: Circuit for 2 rounds reduced SPECK with two key words

Implementing two rounds of SPECK requires two round updates and one
key expansion. So T rounds of SPECK would require T round updates and T−1
key expansion. T round updates would require T (7n−6) CNOT gates, T (2n−2)
Toffoli gates. T − 1 key expansion would require (T − 1)(6n − 6) CNOT gates,
(T − 1)(2n− 2) Toffoli gates. NOT gates will depend on the number of rounds.
We would also require NOT gates to initialize the plaintexts and the keys, but
we omit those here as the number depends on the plaintext and would add only
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Fig. 12: Measurement of circuit in Figure 11

a depth of 1 to the full circuit. We also require 2n+mn qubits to represent the
plaintext and the key.

4 Grover’s oracle

In this subsection, we will discuss the implementation of Grover search on a block
cipher under known plain text attack. Let r many pairs of plaintext-ciphertext
be sufficient to successfully extract a unique solution. In this regard, we have to
design an oracle that encrypts the given r plaintexts under the same key and
then computes a Boolean value which determines if all the resulting ciphertexts
are equal to the given classical ciphertexts. This can be done by running the
block cipher circuit r many times in parallel. Then the resultant ciphertexts are
compared with the classical ciphertexts. The target qubit will be flipped if the
ciphertexts match. This is called Grover oracle. In Figure 13, the construction of
such an oracle is given for two instances of plaintext-ciphertext pairs considering
SPECK block cipher.

We implement the above idea, i.e., the Grover oracle for our toy version
of SPECK (Figure 11) in IBMQ simulator. The functions Grover oracle and
Grover Diffusion used in our code is taken from [16] by importing the file Our
Qiskit Functions.

4.1 Grover’s on toy SPECK

Now, in this case, the plaintext is M = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] and the key is K =
[1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0]. Then after two rounds the ciphertext will be C = [1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1].
In theory, this key K = [1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0] will be obtained as the output of the
Grover oracle. Figure 14a shows the outcome of the Grover applied to this
circuit. We implemented Grover for another plaintext ciphertext pair M =
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|K〉 •
ENC DEC

• |K〉

|M1〉 • |M1〉
|C1〉

|0〉
ENC DEC

|0〉

|M2〉 • |M2〉
|C2〉

|−〉 = |−〉

Fig. 13: Grover’s oracle using two plaintext-ciphertext pairs. Here, ENC
represents the encryption function and DEC the decryption function. The
(=) operator compares the output of the ENC with the given ciphertexts
and flips the target qubit if they are equal.

[0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0], C = [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1],under the same key, and the output of the
oracle was K = [1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0] as shown in Figure 14b.

(a) (b)

Fig. 14: Histogram obtained after running Grover’s on the reduced
SPECK described in Figure 11.

5 Resource Estimation

5.1 Cost of implementing SPECK

We estimate the cost of implementing SPECK as a circuit including the key
expansion as well as the round function. As discussed above the round constants
are implemented to the key expansion function using adequate number of NOT
gates. We have not included the number of NOT required to initialize the plain-
text in our estimates as it depends on the given plaintext. Table 2 gives the cost
estimates of implementing all SPECK variants.
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SPECK 2n/mn # NOT # CNOT # Toffoli # qubits depth

SPECK 32/64 42 4222 1290 96 1694

SPECK 48/72 42 6462 1978 120 2574

SPECK 48/96 45 6762 2070 144 2691

SPECK 64/96 54 10318 3162 160 4082

SPECK 64/128 57 10722 3286 192 4239

SPECK 96/96 60 16854 5170 192 6636

SPECK 96/144 64 17466 5358 240 6873

SPECK 128/128 75 25862 7938 256 10144

SPECK 128/192 80 26682 8190 320 10461

SPECK 128/256 81 27502 8442 384 10778

Table 2: Cost of implementing SPECK variants

5.2 Cost of Grover oracle

Following [12] we assume that r = dk/(2n)e known plaintext-ciphertext pairs
are sufficient to give us a unique solution, where 2n is the block size and k = mn
is the key size of the cipher. Here, one should mention that if r = dk/(2n)e is an
integer, then consider its next integer. The Grover’s oracle consists of comparing
the 2n-bit outputs of the SPECK instances with the given r ciphertexts. This
can be done using a (2n ·r)-controlled CNOT gates (we neglect some NOT gates
which depend on the given ciphertexts). Following [19], we estimate the number
of T gates required to implement a t-fold controlled NOT gates as (32 · t− 84).

We use the decomposition of Toffoli gates to 7 T -gates plus 8 Clifford gates,
a T -depth of 4 and total depth of 8 as in [2]. To estimate the full depth and
the T -depth we only consider the depths of the SPECK instances ignoring the
multi controlled NOT gate used in comparing the ciphertexts. We also need
(2 · (r − 1) · k) CNOT gates to make the input key available to all the SPECK
instances in the oracle. The total number of Clifford gates is the sum of the
Clifford gates used in the implementation of SPECK and the (2 · (r − 1) · k)
CNOT gates needed for input key. The cost estimates for all SPECK variants
are presented in Table 3

5.3 Cost of exhaustive key search

Using the estimates in Table 3, we provide the cost estimates for the full ex-
haustive key search on all variants of SPECK in Table 4. We consider bπ4 2k/2c
iterations of the Grovers operator. As in [20] we do not consider the depth of
implementing the two multi-controlled NOT gates while calculating the T -depth
and overall depth.
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SPECK 2n/k r # Clifford gates # T gates T -depth full depth # qubits

SPECK 32/64 3 214.85 214.28 213.33 213.52 161

SPECK 48/72 2 215.45 214.76 213.94 214.16 169

SPECK 48/96 3 215.53 214.96 214.01 214.22 241

SPECK 64/96 2 216.13 215.55 214.62 214.83 224

SPECK 64/128 3 216.18 215.60 214.68 214.89 321

SPECK 96/96 2 216.83 216.25 215.33 215.53 289

SPECK 96/144 2 216.85 216.30 215.38 215.58 337

SPECK 128/128 2 217.45 216.86 215.95 216.15 385

SPECK 128/192 2 217.49 216.90 216 216.19 449

SPECK 128/256 3 217.52 216.94 216.04 216.23 641

Table 3: Cost of Grover oracle SPECK

SPECK 2n/k # Clifford gates # T gates T -depth Full depth # qubits

SPECK 32/64 246.85 246.24 245.33 245.52 161

SPECK 48/72 251.45 250.76 249.94 250.16 169

SPECK 48/96 263.53 262.96 262.01 262.22 241

SPECK 64/96 264.13 263.55 262.62 262.83 224

SPECK 64/128 280.18 279.60 278.68 278.89 321

SPECK 96/96 264.83 264.25 263.33 263.53 289

SPECK 96/144 288.85 288.30 287.38 287.58 337

SPECK 128/128 281.45 280.86 279.95 280.15 385

SPECK 128/192 2113.49 2112.90 2112 2112.19 449

SPECK 128/256 2145.72 2144.94 2144.04 2144.23 641

Table 4: Cost estimates of Grovers algorithm with bπ
4

2k/2c oracle itera-
tions for SPECK

6 Quantum Differential Attack on SPECK

In this section, we study the quantum resources required to implement the differ-
ential attack on SPECK . Analysis of complexities of differential cryptanalysis
for quantum adversaries has been studied in [13,24,18]. Here we present circuits
for two main types of differential attacks: the differential distinguisher and the
the last round attack and then analyze the resource required to implement these
on a quantum computer for SPECK .

Full implementation of the attacks on SPECK are not possible due to the
restrictions in the maximum number of qubits that we can avail in state-of-
the-art quantum processors and simulators. So, we construct the circuits for a
reduced cipher and show that the implementation of such attacks are possible.
The codes for these implementation is given in Appendix S4. We, then, compute
the resources required for mounting the attack on all variants of SPECK .

6.1 Differential Cryptanalysis

Differential attacks exploit the fact that there exists a pair (α, β) for a cipher E
such that

p = − log Pr(E(P )⊕ E(P ′ = P ⊕ α) = β) < N , (4)
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where N = 2n. The pair (α, β) is known as the differential.
Differential cryptanalysis is a chosen-plaintext attack. The attacker selects

pairs of input (P, P ′), such that P ⊕ P ′ = α, knowing that their corresponding
ciphertexts (C,C ′) will satisfy C⊕C ′ = β with high probability and then attempt
to recover the key faster than the exhaustive search.

6.2 Differential distinguisher

In this attack model, we try to find a pair of plaintexts (P, P ′), P ′ = P ⊕ α,
which satisfy E(P ) ⊕ E(P ′) = β. If the cipher E is ideally random, obtaining
such a pair would require 2N trials. On the other hand if E satisfies Eqn 4, the
attacker will collect 2p plaintext pairs such that P ⊕P ′ = α, and with very high
probability find atleast one pair which satisfies E(P )⊕ E(P ′) = β.

In quantum settings, the adversary will apply a Grover’s search over the set
of all possible messages of size N . The algorithm will attempt to find a message
x such that E(x)⊕E(x⊕α) = β. Since, the fraction of messages which satisfies
the given differential is 2−p, so it is sufficient to make 2p/2 Grover iterations to
obtain the correct messages. Hence, the time complexity for this attack will be
dπ4 2

p
2 e.

6.2.1 Grovers Oracle

Here we present the circuit for the Grover oracle to obtain the plaintext pair
which satisfies the distinguisher.

∣∣0N 〉 HN • ENC • • DEC • HN
∣∣0N 〉∣∣0N 〉 ⊕α ENC • DEC ⊕α
∣∣0N 〉

|−〉 = β |−〉

Fig. 15: Grover’s oracle to find the distinguisher. Here, ENC represents
encryption and DEC decryption. The (= β) operator compares the value
of P ′ with β and flips the target qubit if they are equal.

We implement the Grovers oracle for our toy cipher to obtain the plaintext pairs
which satisfies the distinguisher given below

α = [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1]
4 rounds−−−−−→ β = [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1]

with p ≈ 2.
The round update function of the toy cipher is as in 1 and the key expansion

schedule is as in 2 with the values of α and β being 1. We constructed a circuit
for four rounds cipher and then applied Grovers. The output of Grovers is,
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[0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1] shown in Figure 16. Let the output be P , i.e. P = [0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1],
and let P ′ = P ⊕ α = [1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0], then the corresponding ciphertexts after 4
rounds are C = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1] and C ′ = [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0]. We can easily verify that
C ⊕ C ′ = β = [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1].

Fig. 16: The plaintext which satisfies the given distinguisher.

6.3 Last round attack

In this subsection, we analyze the Last Round Attack on SPECK . For SPECK
it is sufficient to recover any continuous m round keys to retrieve the secret key.
We will discuss the classical attack followed by the quantum attack.

6.3.1 Classical Adversary

Consider that we have a differential α
p−→
r
β.

α = (∆x0, ∆y0)→ (∆x1, ∆y1)→ · · · → (∆xr, ∆yr) = β,

r is the number of rounds. Let d be a constant that depends on the signal to
noise ratio of the used trail (in [1] d = 16). Then the process to extract the secret
key can be divided into the following three phases:

1. Collecting and filtering phase: Choose d · 2p plaintext pairs (P, P ′) such
that P ⊕P ′ = α and request for their corresponding ciphertexts after (r+1)
rounds. Let the ciphertexts be (C,C ′). Let C = (cx, cy) and C ′ = (c′x, c

′
y).

Then partially decrypt cy and c′y one round and check if they form the
deserved difference δyr. This reduces the number of ciphertext pairs that
actually needs to be checked in the next phase. There also may be other filters
which could be applied, for example in case of SPECK 32/64, described in
[1], cx[0, 1, 2, 3] ⊕ c′x[0, 1, 2, 3] = [0, 0, 0, 1]. We store only those ciphertext
pairs which pass this filter. Let us assume that there is a e-bit filter applied
at this phase, then only d · 2(p−e) pairs are expected to pass this filter.
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2. Sub-key guessing phase: In this phase we examine the pairs that survived
the filtering phase to derive the last round key. This is done by keeping a
counter for each of the 2n possible round keys and decrypting the last round
with each possible key. If a particular key leads to the expected difference at
round r, the counter for that particular key is increased. The sub-keys with
the highest counter is stored as a potential candidate.

3. Brute force: In this phase, the remaining (m − 1) round keys required
to retrieve the complete secret key is recovered. For this, we proceed as in
phase 2, and partially decrypt the correct pairs round by round to recover
the corresponding round keys.

6.3.2 Classical Complexity

Phase 1 has a computational complexity of (2d · 2p) + 2d · 2p · 1
(r+1) for SPECK

encryptions. Since we assume that d · 2(p−e) pairs to satisfy the filter in Phase
1, so the second phase a complexity of d.2(p−e) · 2n · 1

(r+1) . In the last phase we

proceed as in the phase 2 so we expect roughly the same computational effort
for the (m− 1) remaining round keys. So, in total we obtain

(2d · 2p) + 2d · 2p · 1

(r + 1)
+m(d · 2(p−e) · 2n · 1

(r + 1)
) (5)

SPECK encryptions as the computational complexity.

6.3.3 Quantum Adversary

All the above phases can be described as procedures of searching the element
which satisfies given conditions. So the quantum attack can be described as a
Grover search over all these phases.

1. Apply Grovers over all possible set of pairs of plaintexts (P, P ′), such that
P ⊕P ′ = α, and search for the pair of plaintext whose corresponding cipher-
texts (C,C ′) satisfy some given condition. This step outputs a message, say
M .

2. Assuming that the pair (M,M ⊕ α) is a good pair, apply Grovers again
over all 2n sub-keys to obtain the sub-key which decrypts the corresponding
ciphertext of (M,M ⊕ α) to the required difference.

3. Recover the remaining (m − 1) round keys by proceeding as in step 2 and
completely retrieving the secret key.

6.3.4 Quantum Complexity

In the first step, Grovers algorithm finds M after 2p/2 iterations. Each iteration
makes requires encrypting the plaintexts P and P ′ = P ⊕α and then decrypting
them partially one round. So, the complexity of first step is π

4 (2p/2 + 2p/2 1
(r+1) )

SPECK encryptions. The second step finds the round key after 2
n
2 iterations,
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so the computation time of this step is π
4

1
(r+1)2

n
2 SPECK encryptions. The

computational time required for each round keys in the last phase is expected
to be same as the second step. So, in total we obtain

dc(2p/2 + 2p/2
1

(r + 1)
)e+mdc 2n/2

(r + 1)
e (6)

SPECK encryptions as the computational complexity with c = π
4 .

6.3.5 Implementation

We now implement the above described quantum attack on our toy cipher with
m = 2. We have made the following assumptions

– We have a five round differential

α = (∆x0, ∆y0) = ([1, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1])→ ([0, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1]) = (∆x5, ∆y5) = β

with p = 4
– We implement the key recovery on 6 rounds. Let the difference in the cipher-

texts after 6 rounds be denoted by (∆x6, ∆y6)
– The secret key is K = [k0 = [1, 1, 1], k1 = [1, 0, 1]] and so the round keys are

follows:
0th sub-key: [1, 1, 1] 3nd sub-key: [0, 1, 1]
1st sub-key: [1, 0, 1] 4th sub-key: [1, 1, 0]
2nd sub-key: [1, 1, 1] 5th sub-key: [0, 1, 1]
We will try to retrieve the 4th and 5th sub-keys, i.e in Phase 2, the output
should be [0, 1, 1] and the output of Phase 3 should be [1, 1, 0].

– Phase 1: We search for plaintext pairs whose corresponding ciphertexts sat-
isfies the following two properties
• ∆x6[2] = [1], i.e. the 2nd-bit (msb) of ∆x6 is 1.
• one round decryption leads to difference ∆y5[0, 1, 2] = [1, 1, 1]

The output of applying Grovers is shown in Figure 17a. The plaintext ob-
tained is [0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0]. Since α = [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1], so the plaintext pair for
second phase is ([0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0], [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1])

– Phase 2: The plaintext pair is ([0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0], [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1]). We run SPECK
encryption of 6 rounds to obtain the corresponding pair ([1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1], [0, 0, 1,
1, 1, 1]). Now we apply Grovers to search for the key which decrypts this pair
one round to form the difference (∆x5, ∆y5) = ([0, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1]). The output
of Grovers search is shown in Figure 17b. As expected the output is [0, 1, 1].

– Phase 3: We need to recover the 4th round key to completely retrieve the
secret key. In this phase the ciphertext pair ([1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1], [0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1]) is
decrypted one round using the key found in above phase. The decrypted pair
is ([0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1]). Then as above Grover search is applied to
search the key for which this new pair leads to the difference (∆x4, ∆y4) =
([1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1]). The output of Grovers search is shown in Figure 17c. As
expected the output is [1, 1, 0].
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(a)
(b) (c)

Fig. 17: Output of (a) Phase 1. (b) Phase 2. (c) Phase 3

6.4 Resource Estimates

Phase 1 makes 2p/2 iterations of (r+ 1) rounds SPECK and one round decryp-
tion, i.e. (2p/2(r+ 2)) SPECK rounds. This step also has 2n measurements and
requires (mn+ 2n+ 2n+ 1) = (4n+mn+ 1) qubits and 2n classical bits.

Phase 2 partially decrypts one round and makes measurements of the round
key, so this step has 2n/2 iterations of one round of SPECK . This step has n
measurements and requires (n+ 2n+ 2n+ 1) = (5n+ 1) qubits and n classical
bits.

Phase 3 is a repetition of Phase 2 for (m−1) times and the resources required
can be computed similarly. Hence, constructing the entire circuit, the quantum
resource required is as follows.

– qubits - (mn+ 4n+ 1) +m(5n+ 1) = (6mn+ 4n+m+ 1),
– classical bits - (2n+mn),
– measurements - (2n+mn),
– resources required to implement (2p/2(r + 2) + 2n/2m) round updates and

2p/2(r) key expansions.

The resources required to implement differential attack on all the variants of
SPECK is summarized in Table 5.

SPECK 2n/k # Clifford gates # T gates T -depth Full depth # Measurement # qubits

SPECK 32/64 225.995 224.904 224.097 225.244 96 453

SPECK 48/72 235.252 234.091 233.284 234.41 120 532

SPECK 48/96 235.252 234.091 233.284 234.41 144 677

SPECK 64/96 245.179 244.019 243.212 244.322 160 708

SPECK 64/128 245.179 244.019 243.212 244.322 192 901

SPECK 96/96 258.329 257.169 256.362 257.461 192 771

SPECK 96/144 258.329 257.169 256.362 257.461 240 1060

SPECK 128/128 272.401 271.242 270.434 271.527 256 1027

SPECK 128/192 272.401 271.242 270.434 271.527 320 1412

SPECK 128/256 272.401 271.242 270.434 271.527 384 1797

Table 5: Estimate of resources required to implement differential attack
on SPECK
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7 Conclusion

In the present manuscript, we perform quantum cryptanalysis on the lightweight
cipher, SPECK . We analyze the exhaustive key search and the differential
cryptanalysis in quantum framework exploiting Grover’s algorithm. For both the
cases, we estimate the quantum resources required for implementing the attacks.
The resource requirements for quantum key search under the model of known
plaintext attack provides better result than the existing efforts [11]. To the best of
our knowledge, for the first time, we study differential cryptanalysis on SPECK
in quantum paradigm. Experiments are performed in IBM-Q environment to
support our claims. The codes for all the experiments are provided in Appendix
for independent verification.
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Additional Supporting Materials

S1 Comparison with the existing work

The following table compares the total number of gates and qubits required to
implement a T round SPECK 32/64 and SPECK 64/128 presented in [11] with
the same designed by us.

cipher source # NOT #CNOT #Toffoli # qubits

SPECK 32/64
[11] 1246 4308 1290 97
ours 42 4222 1290 96

SPECK 64/128
[11] 3237 10828 3286 193
ours 57 10722 3286 192

Table 6: Comparison between [11] and our results

S2 Code for addition modulo n, (b = b � a)

In all the codes given below, the quantum registers and the circuits are initial-
ized in QISKIT as:

from qiskit import QuantumRegister, ClassicalRegister, QuantumCircuit

qreg a = QuantumRegister(n, ’a’)
qreg b = QuantumRegister(n, ’b’)

circuit = QuantumCircuit(qreg a, qreg b)

The names of the registers and the number of registers may be modified according
to the need of the circuit.

S2.1 The circuit to implement b = b � a described in [6]

The circuit computes (a+b)modulo n, where a and b are n-bit numbers. While a
remains unchanged, b is modified with the computed value. The circuit requires
(2n− 2) Toffoli gates, (5n− 4) CNOT gates, (2n− 4) NOT gates and an ancilla.

for i in range(1,n):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_b[i])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[1],x[0])

circuit.ccx(qreg_a[0],qreg_b[0],x[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[2],qreg_a[1])
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circuit.ccx(qreg_b[1],x[0],qreg_a[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[3],qreg_a[2])

for i in range(2,n-2):

circuit.ccx(qreg_b[i],qreg_a[i-1],qreg_a[i])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i+2],qreg_a[i+1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_a[n-3],qreg_b[n-2],qreg_a[n-2])

for i in range(1,n-1):

circuit.x(qreg_b[i])

circuit.cx(x[0],qreg_b[1])

for i in range(2,n):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i-1],qreg_b[i])

circuit.ccx(qreg_a[n-3],qreg_b[n-2],qreg_a[n-2])

for i in reversed(range(2,n-2)):

circuit.ccx(qreg_a[i-1],qreg_b[i],qreg_a[i])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i+2],qreg_a[i+1])

circuit.x(qreg_b[i+1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_b[1],x[0],qreg_a[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[3],qreg_a[2])

circuit.x(qreg_b[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_a[0],qreg_b[0],x[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[2],qreg_a[1])

circuit.x(qreg_b[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_a[1],x[0])

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_b[i])

S2.2 The circuit to implement b = b � a described in [23]

The circuit to compute (a+b)modulo n, where a and b are n-bit numbers. While
a remains unchanged, b is modified with the computed value. The circuit requires
(2n− 2) Toffoli gates, (5n− 6) CNOT gates, no NOT gates and no ancilla.

for i in range(1,n):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_b[i])

for i in reversed(range(1,n-1)):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_a[i+1])

for i in range(n-1):

circuit.ccx(qreg_b[i],qreg_a[i],qreg_a[i+1])

for i in reversed(range(1,n)):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_b[i])

circuit.ccx(qreg_b[i-1],qreg_a[i-1],qreg_a[i])

for i in range(1,n-1):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_a[i+1])

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_a[i],qreg_b[i])
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S3 Codes for the circuits of the toy cipher and Grover’s
key search

S3.1 The code for key expansion schedule in Fig 7

def keyexpansion():

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[2], qreg_l0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[1], qreg_l0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[2], qreg_l0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[1], qreg_l0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[0], qreg_l0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[1], qreg_l0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_l0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2], qreg_l0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l0[0], qreg_k0[0], qreg_k0[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l0[1], qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2], qreg_l0[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l0[1], qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_l0[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l0[0], qreg_k0[0], qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[0], qreg_l0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_l0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2], qreg_l0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[0], qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2], qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1], qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2], qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[0], qreg_k0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[1], qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l0[2], qreg_k0[2])

S3.2 The code for round update in Fig 9

define roundupdate():

circuit.cx(qreg_l[2], qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1], qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[2], qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1], qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[0], qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1], qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_l[1])
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circuit.cx(qreg_r[2], qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_r[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[0], qreg_r[0], qreg_r[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[1], qreg_r[1], qreg_r[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[2], qreg_l[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[1], qreg_r[1], qreg_r[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_l[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[0], qreg_r[0], qreg_r[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[0], qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_r[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[2], qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_r[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[0], qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[0], qreg_r[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1], qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_r[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[2], qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[0], qreg_r[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[2], qreg_r[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[1], qreg_r[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_r[2], qreg_r[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1], qreg_r[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[2], qreg_r[2])

S3.3 The code for two round toy cipher in Fig 11

This circuit can easily be constructed using the above two functions on key
expansion and round update..

def two_round_toy():

roundupdate()

keyexpansion()

roundupdate()

S3.4 The code for Grover on the toy cipher in Fig 14a

Given below is the circuit for applying Grover on the toy cipher to obtain
the key which encrypts plaintext P = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] to C = [1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1].
The circuit to obtain the output in Fig 14b, can be constructed just by re-
placing the plaintext-ciphertext pair to P = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0], C = [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1].
qreg l[i] stores the plaintext while qreg k[i], 0 ≤ i ≤ 5. “oq.Grover Oracle” and
“oq.Grover Diffusion” are functions described in [16]. The functions “roundup-
dateinverse()” and “keyexpansioninverse()” can be constructed easily just by
inverting the codes of “roundupdate()” and “keyexpansion()” respectively.
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def keyexpansion():

circuit.cx(qreg_k[5],qreg_k[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[4],qreg_k[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[5],qreg_k[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[4],qreg_k[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[3],qreg_k[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[4],qreg_k[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[2],qreg_k[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k[3],qreg_k[0],qreg_k[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k[4],qreg_k[1],qreg_k[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[2],qreg_k[5])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k[4],qreg_k[1],qreg_k[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[4])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k[3],qreg_k[0],qreg_k[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[0],qreg_k[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[2],qreg_k[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[0],qreg_k[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[2],qreg_k[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[1],qreg_k[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[2],qreg_k[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[3],qreg_k[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[4],qreg_k[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k[5],qreg_k[2])

def roundupdate():

circuit.cx(qreg_l[2],qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1],qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[2],qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1],qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[0],qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1],qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[5],qreg_l[2])
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circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[5])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[0],qreg_l[3],qreg_l[4])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[1],qreg_l[4],qreg_l[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[5],qreg_l[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[1],qreg_l[4],qreg_l[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l[0],qreg_l[3],qreg_l[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[3],qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[5],qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(k[0],qreg_l[0])

circuit.cx(k[1],qreg_l[1])

circuit.cx(k[2],qreg_l[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[3],qreg_l[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[5],qreg_l[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[4],qreg_l[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[5],qreg_l[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[0],qreg_l[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[1],qreg_l[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l[2],qreg_l[5])

def encryption():

circuit.x(qreg_l[1])

circuit.x(qreg_l[2])

circuit.x(qreg_l[3])

circuit.x(qreg_l[4])

circuit.x(qreg_l[5])

roundupdate()

keyexpansion()

roundupdate()

def decryption():

roundupdateinverse()

keyexpansioninverse()

roundupdateinverse()

circuit.x(qreg_l[1])

circuit.x(qreg_l[2])

circuit.x(qreg_l[3])
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circuit.x(qreg_l[4])

circuit.x(qreg_l[5])

’’’

Apply Grover as described below. [1,0,1,1,0,1] is the ciphertext that

we need to find. "qreg_trg" is the qubit that gets inverted once the right

match is found.

’’’

def grovers():

for j in range(iterations):

encryption()

oq.Grover_Oracle([1,0,1,1,0,1], circuit, qreg_l, qreg_trg, qreg_anc)

decryption()

oq.Grover_Diffusion([0,0,0,0,0,0], circuit, qreg_k, qreg_trg, qreg_anc)

’’’

Measure the system to obtain the correct key. n is the size of the key.

’’’

for i in range(n):

circuit.measure(qreg_k[i],creg_cl[i])

job = execute(circuit, simulator, shots=1)

result = job.result()

counts = result.get_counts(circuit)

print(counts)

plot_histogram(counts)

S4 Codes used for differential cryptanalysis of the toy
cipher

S4.1 Code for differential distinguisher

The codes for “roundupdateinverse()” and “keyexpansioninverse()” can be con-
structed easily just by inverting the codes of “roundupdate()” and “keyexpan-
sion()” respectively.

def keyexpansion():

’’’

implements the key expansion schedule

’’’

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[2],qreg_k1[1])
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circuit.cx(qreg_k1[1],qreg_k1[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[2],qreg_k1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[1],qreg_k1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[0],qreg_k1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[1],qreg_k1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2],qreg_k1[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k1[0],qreg_k0[0],qreg_k0[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k1[1],qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2],qreg_k1[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k1[1],qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k1[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_k1[0],qreg_k0[0],qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[0],qreg_k1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2],qreg_k1[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[0],qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2],qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_k0[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2],qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[0],qreg_k0[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[1],qreg_k0[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k1[2],qreg_k0[2])

def roundupdate(qreg_l1):

’’’

implements one round update schedule

’’’

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[2],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[2],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[0],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[2])
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circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l1[0],qreg_l1[3],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[2])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.ccx(qreg_l1[0],qreg_l1[3],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[3],qreg_l1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[0],qreg_l1[0])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[1],qreg_l1[1])

circuit.cx(qreg_k0[2],qreg_l1[2])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[3],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[0],qreg_l1[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[2],qreg_l1[5])

def encryption(qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

implements the required number of rounds of (here 4) state update schedule

’’’

circuit.x(qreg_k0[0])

circuit.x(qreg_k0[1])

circuit.x(qreg_k0[2])

circuit.x(qreg_k1[0])

circuit.x(qreg_k1[2])

roundupdate(qreg_l1)

roundupdate(qreg_r1)

keyexpansion()

roundupdate(qreg_l1)

roundupdate(qreg_r1)
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keyexpansion()

roundupdate(qreg_l1)

roundupdate(qreg_r1)

keyexpansion()

roundupdate(qreg_l1)

roundupdate(qreg_r1)

def decryption(qcqreg_l1qreg_r1):

’’’

implements the required number of rounds of (here 4) inverse state update schedule

’’’

roundupdateinverse(qreg_r1)

roundupdateinverse(qreg_l1)

keyexpainverseinverse()

roundupdateinverse(qreg_r1)

roundupdateinverse(qreg_l1)

keyexpainverseinverse()

roundupdateinverse(qreg_r1)

roundupdateinverse(qreg_l1)

after()

roundupdateinverse(qreg_r1)

roundupdateinverse(qreg_l1)

circuit.x(qreg_k0[0])

circuit.x(qreg_k0[1])

circuit.x(qreg_k0[2])

circuit.x(qreg_k1[0])

circuit.x(qreg_k1[2])

def grovup(qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

prepares the initial state to be input for the grover oracle

’’’

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

for i in range(n):

if(alpha[i]==1):

circuit.x(qreg_r1[i])

encryption(qreg_l1qreg_r1)
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for i in range(n):

if(gamma[i]==1):

circuit.x(qreg_l1[i])

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

def grovinv(qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

returns the modified state after applying Grovers to the initial state

’’’

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

for i in range(n):

if(gamma[i]==1):

circuit.x(qreg_l1[i])

decryption(qreg_l1qreg_r1)

for i in range(n):

if(alpha[i]==1):

circuit.x(qreg_r1[i])

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

def grovers():

for j in range(iterations):

grovup(qreg_l,qreg_r) # qreg_l, qreg_r are the registers for

# the plaintexts P and P’

Grover_Oracle([0,0,0,0,0,0], circuit, qreg_r, qreg_trg)

grovinv(qreg_l,qreg_r)

Grover_Diffusion([0,0,0,0,0,0], circuit, qreg_r, qreg_trg)

for i in range(n):

circuit.measure(qreg_l[i],creg_cl[i])

job = execute(circuit, simulator, shots=1)

result = job.result()

counts = result.get_counts(circuit)

print(’The value of x which satisfies the distinguisher: ’, counts)

plot_histogram(counts)

S4.2 Code for Phase 1 of differential cryptanalysis in Fig 17a
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def encryption(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

implements the required number of rounds of (here 6) state update schedule

’’’

circuit.x(qreg_k0[0])

circuit.x(qreg_k0[1])

circuit.x(qreg_k0[2])

circuit.x(qreg_k1[0])

circuit.x(qreg_k1[2])

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

keyexpansion(circuit)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

keyexpansion(circuit)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

keyexpansion(circuit)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

keyexpansion(circuit)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

keyexpansion(circuit)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

def decryptoneround(circuit,qreg_l1):

’’’

partially decrypting the right part of the state

’’’

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[2],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[1],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[0],qreg_l1[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[5])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[5],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[3])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[3],qreg_l1[4])

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[4],qreg_l1[3])
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def grovup(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

prepares the initial state to be input for the grover oracle

’’’

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

for i in range(n):

if(alpha[i]==1):

circuit.x(qreg_r1[i])

encryption(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1)

decryptoneround(circuit,qreg_l1)

decryptoneround(circuit,qreg_r1)

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],r1[i])

def grovinv(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

returns the modified state after applying Grovers to the initial state

’’’

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

decryptoneroundinverse(circuit,qreg_r1)

decryptoneroundinverse(circuit,qreg_l1)

decryption(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1)

for i in range(n):

if(alpha[i]==1):

circuit.x(qreg_r1[i])

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

’’’

finding the value of a state which satisfies the first filter

’’’

def grovers():

for j in range(iterations):

grovup(circuit,qreg_l,qreg_r)

oq.Grover_Oracle([1,1,1,1], circuit, [qreg_r[2],qreg_r[3],qreg_r[4],

qreg_r[5]], qreg_trg, qreg_anc1)

grovinv(circuit,qreg_l,qreg_r)

oq.Grover_Diffusion([0,0,0,0,0,0], circuit, qreg_l, qreg_trg, qreg_anc1)
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for i in range(n):

circuit.measure(qreg_l[i],creg_cl[i])

job = execute(circuit, simulator, shots=1)

result = job.result()

counts = result.get_counts(circuit)

print(’The value of plaintext which satisfies the filter: ’, counts)

plot_histogram(counts)

S4.3 Code for Phase 2 of differential cryptanalysis in Fig 17b

def grovup(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

prepares the initial state to be input for the grover oracle

’’’

roundupdateinverse(circuit,qreg_l1)

roundupdateinverse(circuit,qreg_r1)

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

def grovinv(circuit,qreg_l1,qreg_r1):

’’’

returns the modified state after applying Grovers to the initial state

’’’

for i in range(n):

circuit.cx(qreg_l1[i],qreg_r1[i])

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_r1)

roundupdate(circuit,qreg_l1)

’’’

finding the value of subkey which satisfies the decryption

’’’

def grovers():

for j in range(4):

grovup(circuit,qreg_l,qreg_r)

oq.Grover_Oracle(beta, circuit, qreg_r, qreg_trg, qreg_anc1)

grovinv(circuit,qreg_l,qreg_r)

oq.Grover_Diffusion([0,0,0], circuit, qreg_k, qreg_trg, qreg_anc1)

circuit.measure(qreg_k[0],creg_cl0[0])
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circuit.measure(qreg_k[1],creg_cl1[0])

circuit.measure(qreg_k[2],creg_cl2[0])

job = execute(circuit, simulator, shots=1)

result = job.result()

counts = result.get_counts(circuit)

print(’The value of subkey: ’, counts)

plot_histogram(counts)

S4.4 Code for Phase 3 of differential cryptanalysis in Fig 17c

The code for Phase 3 is similar to that of Phase 2 and can be easily constructed
form the Phase 2 code.
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